Introduction
============

The use of light to treat diseases like vitiligo and psoriasis dates back to ancient times [@B1], [@B2]. Niels Ryberg Finsen used ultraviolet light for lupus treatment and was awarded a Nobel Prize in 1903 [@B3], [@B4]. Phototherapy has potential for treating many diseases such as gum diseases [@B5], [@B6], cheilitis [@B7] and several types of cancer [@B8]-[@B14]. It is relatively safe and minimally invasive when used for superficial conditions. Photosensitizer-enhanced phototherapy can be broadly classified into two categories; photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photothermal therapy (PTT). These approaches use light of a fixed wavelength to activate administered photosensitive molecules to introduce therapeutic effects. Nanomaterials, which have excellent capability for theranostic approaches, hold good potential for phototherapy [@B15], [@B16]. Phototherapy can be used as standalone treatment or can be combined with traditional chemotherapy to generate synergistic effects [@B17].

PDT requires three components: a light source, a photosensitizer (PS), and oxygen. When PS is irradiated by light of specific wavelength, it generates reactive oxygen species (ROS) that are cytotoxic to the surrounding environment. Upon irradiation, the PS absorbs a photon and is transformed to an excited state from its ground state. Then it undergoes intersystem crossing to a triplet state accompanied by loss of energy as heat, fluorescence emission, or other photophysical energy. In the process of returning to the ground state, the PS creates ROS. In type I reactions, the PS directly reacts with substrates to produce radicals, whereas in type II reactions, molecular oxygen interacts with the triplet state PS to create reactive singlet oxygen. Type II reactions are believed to be more relevant for PDT [@B18]-[@B20]. Singlet oxygen only affects the immediately surrounding environment where it was generated, usually within a 20 nm radius [@B21]. Thus, targeted delivery of a PS to the intended area holds potential to pinpoint the site of therapeutic efficacy.

PTT involves different mechanisms than PDT. Thermal homeostasis is crucial for optimal functioning of all biological activities. Contrast-enhanced PTT involves delivering a light-absorbing material to the region of interest and light-induced temperature elevation resulting in tissue ablation. Although the detailed interaction of the thermal effects on tissues and their surroundings are complex, nanomaterials-based PTT has been used to treat a variety of cancers *in vitro* and *in vivo* [@B22]-[@B24].

Typical PS used in phototherapy generally should not be cytotoxic in the absence of light irradiation. However, tumor selectivity of the photosensitive agent is limited and it may be practically difficult to irradiate only tumor cells since normal tissues may be adjacent to lesions. In order to improve selectivity and to potentially use lower doses to reduce dark or sunlight toxicity, various strategies can be employed. One strategy is to use PS that is selectively activated at tumor sites [@B25]. Alternatively, nanocarriers have been developed to selectively accumulate photosensitive agents in the region of interest. Passive targeting involves enhanced permeability and retention of nanoparticles in tumors [@B26], [@B27]. Active targeting involves directing PS to target tissues via ligands which bind to surface receptors on the target cells.

This review intends to serve as a general overview of targeted phototherapy agents. We discuss common small molecule and nanoparticulate agents for both PDT and PTT. We describe various targeting mechanisms including passive targeting, physical targeting and active molecular targeting. Finally, within the realm of molecular targeting, we highlight examples of targeted phototherapy based on peptide ligands (e.g. RGD, epidermal growth factor (EGF) and Angiopep-2), protein ligands (e.g.antibodies and transferrin), aptamers and other ligands including small molecules (e.g. folate and carbohydrates).

Phototherapy agents
===================

The selection of the phototherapy agent is essential for contrast-enhanced phototherapy. These agents should absorb light at a defined wavelength, preferably in near infrared region if improved light penetration is desired. They should not be overly cytotoxic to cells or trigger immune response without light irradiation. For some targeting approaches, they should rapidly clear from the blood and healthy tissues to ensure the targeted phototherapy agents have high contrast and minimal dark toxicity. In addition to the above mentioned properties, they should possess photostability which can result in better phototherapeutic capabilities.

Photodynamic agents
-------------------

### Tetrapyrroles

Tetrapyrrole-related molecules are a common group of PS used in PDT. Such molecules including heme, cytochromes and chlorophyll are found abundantly in nature and have excellent potential for imaging and therapeutic approaches [@B28]-[@B31]. Porphyrins, chlorins, phthalocyanines, and bacteriochlorins all belong to the tetrapyrrole family and have been investigated as PS for PDT. Several have been approved or are being clinically tested for PDT including but not limited to Photofrin, aminolevulinic acid -induced protoporphyrin IX, Foscan, Verteporfin, Monoaspartyl chlorin e6, 2-(1-hexyloxyethyl)-2-devinyl pyropheophorbide-a (HPPH), TOOKAD, LUZ11, and Liposomal ZnPc [@B32]. PS have been the subject of in-depth reviews [@B32], [@B33].

### Other photoactive dyes

Many other photoactive dyes, small synthetic organic compounds, have been found to have photodynamic properties in either antimicrobial applications or anti-cancer applications. Common dyes that have been investigated for PDT include phenothiazinium salts (methylene blue and toluidine blue), rose Bengal, squaraines, boron-dipyrromethene, phenalenones, and indocyanine green (ICG) [@B32]. ICG, whose absorption peak is around 800 nm, was evaluated as a suitable dye for PDT in melanoma cells in vitro [@B34]. Kester and colleagues successfully targeted ICG-loaded nanoparticles for PDT to leukemia *in vivo* beyond the solid tumors [@B35]. These nanoparticles enable deep light tissue penetration which improves PDT efficacy. CD117-ICG-loaded calcium phosphosilicate nanoparticles were able to specifically target leukemia stem cells and improve survival by 29% in leukemic mice. Another study investigated the PDT anti-biofilm efficacy of chitosan-conjugated rose bengal (CSRB) on *Enterococcus faecalis* (gram positive) and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (gram negative) [@B36]. Their results indicated that the CSRB irradiated at 540 nm has significant higher uptake and bacterial biofilm eliminating effect on gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria than both rose bengal and methylene blue. CSRB also displayed higher disruption of biofilm architecture on both bacteria.

### Natural compounds

Some plant-extracted natural compounds have been found to be phototoxic. Therefore, studies examined the potential of these compounds as PS for PDT. It can be advantageous to use naturally existing compounds as PS since they tend to have fewer biocompatibility issues. Natural products, for example, hypericin (Hy) [@B37], [@B38], hypocrellin [@B39], riboflavin [@B40], and curcumin [@B41], [@B42] have been studied in PDT. The π-electron systems in these molecules are responsible for the light absorption that leads to generation of singlet oxygen species upon excitation with visible light [@B43]. A natural product extracted from hypericum, Hy, was loaded in lipid nanocapsules to examine PDT efficacy in human cervical carcinoma cells [@B37]. The nanoparticle loaded with Hy possessed an increased solubility and improved production of singlet oxygen upon the irradiation at 580 nm, leading to a marked decrease in cell viability.

### Inorganic nanoparticles

Several inorganic nanoparticles also display potential for phototherapy approaches, including titanium dioxide [@B44], quantum dots [@B45], [@B46], upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) [@B47], [@B48], gold nanoparticles [@B49], [@B50], mesoporous silica nanoparticles [@B51], [@B52], and carbon nanomaterials (carbon nanotubes, graphene, and fullerenes). Some of these materials can alter the excitation wavelength used for the PS. UCNPs have found application in phototherapy owing to such distinctive light absorption and emission properties. After absorbing light of longer wavelengths, they can emit light in the visible region which could then be used to initiate PS activation. TiO~2~ has strong photodynamic activity but is limited by weak tissue penetration of ultraviolet (UV) light. In order to overcome the drawback, UCNPs (NaGdF4:Yb/Tm) was developed as folic acid (FA)-targeted NaGdF4:Yb/Tm\@SiO~2~\@TiO~2~ nanocomposites. Since the UCNPs can convert near-infrared (NIR) light to UV or visible light, TiO~2~ was excited by NIR to achieve NIR-responsive PDT *in vivo,* with additional MRI capabilities [@B53]. Inorganic nanoparticles can enable higher-order multimodal imaging approaches, which could be beneficial for phototherapy planning [@B54].

Photothermal agents
-------------------

### Metallic nanoparticles

Some metallic nanoparticles produce heat when illuminated with light of appropriate wavelength and have been investigated for PTT. Optical properties and heat generation is influenced by the size and shape of inorganic nanoparticles [@B55]. The most commonly used PTT metallic nanoparticles, gold ones, have been used in various shapes, including nanoshells [@B56], nanostars [@B57], nanorods (GNRs) [@B58], and nanospheres [@B59]. Among these, GNRs have attracted substantial interest in PTT applications owing to their strong and tunable NIR light-to-heat conversion efficiencies and physico-chemical properties. For example, Berlin and colleagues loaded GNRs to tumor-tropic neural stem cells (NSCs) and examined PTT efficacy in breast cancer xenografts in mice *in vivo* [@B60]. Upon NIR irradiation, the GNR-NSCs enhanced tumor ablation and reduced tumor recurrence via PTT. Rare earth (RE) metals are another nanoparticle for PTT. RE doped nanocrystals have been investigated in bioimaging and phototherapy applications [@B61]-[@B64]. Hu\'s group constructed imaging guided photothermal nanoparticle using NaYF~4~:Yb/Er core coated with polypyrrole (PPy) shell and validated its PTT effect *in vivo* [@B65]. The temperature of nanoparticle dispersion increased significantly upon irradiation at 915 nm and no obvious decrease was observed after the cooling-heating cycles. PTT efficacy was tested using mice bearing TC71 tumors with increased tumor temperature to 47.6 °C and induced severe cellular damage.

### Carbon-based nanoparticles

Light-induced heating of carbon-containing materials also have numerous applications in PTT. Carbon based nanomaterials, especially carbon nanotubes, have interesting properties for imaging applications [@B66]. Carbon-based materials used in PTT include graphene, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). Carbon-based nanomaterials have also been used in phototherapy due to their property to transfer energy from one form to another. For example, Hahn and colleagues designed a nano graphene oxide (GO)-hyaluronic acid (HA) nanoparticle for melanoma skin cancer PTT treatment [@B67]. The HA-NGO solution heated up by NIR laser at 808 nm reached 40 °C and completely ablated tumor tissues in the skin of mice with no recurrence. Another study compared the anticancer activity of carbon nanotubes and graphene nanoparticles via PTT [@B68]. Due to their high dispersivity, polyvinylpyrrolidone-coated graphene nanoparticles displayed better photothermal sensitivity than carbon nanotubes and induced increased cell death in human glioma U251 cells. The heating capacities of graphene nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes had also been predicted by the calculation taking into account the thermodynamic, geometrical, and optical properties. The theoretical calculation results were consistent with the experimental data indicating CNT tends to generate less heat than graphene nanoparticles. Carbon nanotubes have also been used to target primary tumor as well as lymph nodes leading to tumor remission [@B69].

### Quantum dots

Quantum dots (QDs) have been widely used for fluorescence imaging. Owing to the quantum confinement effect, QDs exhibit unique optical properties. Heat can be delivered via either indirect band gap semiconductor like Ge-QDs or direct band gap semiconductors, such as CdS, CdSe, PbSe, InP, and CdTe [@B70]. Ag~2~S QD conjugated with Apt43 aptamer was reported by Gao and colleagues [@B71]. The Apt43- Ag~2~S QDs exhibited strong absorption in NIR region and high photothermal conversion efficiency. The QDs were able to selectively kill targeted MCF-7 cells and ablate tumors in nude mice effectively via PTT. Others developed a multifunctional tungsten sulfide (WS~2~) QDs for dual-modal image-guided photothermal/radiotherapy therapy (PTT/RT) [@B72]. The WS~2~ QDs exhibited PTT/RT synergistic effect upon the irradiation at 808 nm both *in vitro* using 4T1 cells and *in vivo* using BEL-7402 tumor-bearing mice. Moreover, the WS~2~ QDs possessed X-ray computed tomography (CT)/ photoacoustic (PA) signal. Therefore, QDs can serve as CT/PA imaging agents for precise positioning of the tumor and thus enhancing the PTT efficacy further. QDs have also been used to induce damage in bacteria. Courtney et al. developed QDs capable of targeting bacteria selectively which was verified in a co-culture of E. coli and HEK 293T cells [@B73].

### Organic nanoparticles

Clinical applications of inorganic nanoparticles have been limited potentially due in part to biocompatibility concerns. Inorganic materials are difficult to eliminate from the body due to their low biodegradability and might give rise to long-term toxicity. Organic nanoparticles might be able to provide better targeting along with decreased toxicity. Several groups have used organic nanoparticles with ICG [@B74]-[@B76] or porphyrin-phospholipids [@B77]-[@B85] to demonstrate advantages of organic nanoparticles. For example, a novel porphyrin based nanoparticle, porphysome based nanoplatform (FRETysomes), designed by Zheng\'s group exhibited PTT effect based on Förster resonance energy transfer [@B77]. FRETysomes displayed high accumulation, strong photothermal heating, and light-induced thermal toxicity to tumors in nude mice with KB xenografts.

Dual PDT and PTT agents
-----------------------

Therapeutic effects of phototherapy can be enhanced with the use of both PTT and PDT which would provide synergistic effects. Usually, the combination therapy needs to incorporate two PS, which makes the carrier less efficient and also requires multi-wavelength lasers to activate both PS simultaneously [@B86], [@B87]. However, some PSs have been investigated for their dual-function for PDT and PTT. Carbon dots have attracted attention due to their applications in bioimaging [@B88] and phototherapy [@B89]-[@B91]. The carbon dots synthesized by Wang and colleagues exhibited dual PDT and PTT effects upon irradiation with 635 nm laser. These carbon dots exhibited high photothermal conversion efficacy of 36.2 % and a moderate singlet oxygen species generating efficacy of 27 % [@B89]. ICG-based liposomes were developed with synergistic PTT/PDT capabilities for breast cancer targeting [@B92]. iRGD peptide conjugated liposomes loaded with ICG increased the tumor temperature and generation of ^1^O~2~ resulting in significant inhibition of tumor size in 4T1 breast cancer-bearing mice. The iRGD-ICG-liposome exhibited dual therapeutic potential via PDT and PTT. In another example, a unique gold nanoechinus with favorable optical properties in the NIR region was reported [@B93]. These gold nanoparticles display PDT/PTT capability in NIR window-I as well as window-II. Dual PDT/PTT efficacy of nanoechinus was verified in melanoma tumor-implanted mice. An increase in ROS generation, temperature rise, and expression of heat shock protein (HSP70) confirmed the synergistic therapeutic potential of gold nanoechinus.

Targeting mechanisms
====================

In order to achieve a desirable therapeutic effect, there are two basic principles associated with the design of the nanoparticles. First, they should be able to reach the intended sites with minimal activity or volume loss during their circulation in the body. Secondly, nanoparticles should be able to selectively target and kill the intended cells without affecting the surrounding healthy tissue, ideally, with a controlled release mechanism. Nanoparticles seem to have the potential to meet these criteria based on a variety of targeting techniques. Passive targeting and active receptor targeting are two of the most commonly employed targeting methods [@B94]. Physical forces such as magnetic or electric fields, light, or heat may also contribute to targeting and activating of nanoparticles. In the following section, passive targeting, magnetic targeting, light-induced targeting, heat-induced targeting, and active ligand-targeting will be discussed.

Passive targeting
-----------------

By modifying the size and surface characteristics, nanoparticles can be entrapped and accumulate in tumors, commonly referred to as passive targeting [@B95]. This is based on morphological and physiological differences between tumor and normal tissues. Two major factors that affect passive targeting are tumor microenvironment and enhanced permeability and retention (EPR). Tumor cells have high anaerobic metabolic rate and upregulation of glycolysis leading to an acidic microenvironment [@B96]. Tumor cells also utilize some special enzymes like matrix metalloproteinases to achieve metastasis. Moreover, angiogenesis, growth of new blood vessels, and compromised lymphatic drainage resulting in higher interstitial pressure at the center of tumors than the periphery are some of the unique characteristics of tumor tissues. These features allow the nanoparticles to selectively accumulate and retain in tumor interstitium, leading to a phenomenon called EPR effect. The size of the nanoparticles should be between 10 nm and 200 nm which would ensure it is small enough to escape the macrophages capture in reticulo-endothelial system and large enough to avoid the leakage into blood capillaries [@B97], [@B98]. Some other innate characteristics of nanoparticles such as charge [@B99] and PEGylation [@B100], [@B101] are also important for passive targeting. Liposomes with positive charge can bind to tumor endothelial cells by the electrostatic interactions between anionic phospholipids on cells and cationic liposomes [@B102], [@B103]. PEGylation, the modification of nanoparticles or other molecules by linking or coating polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains, can increases the half-life of the nanoparticles. Studies have shown that PEG-modified liposomes and micelles exhibit an enhanced passive targeting effect in tumor and slower clearance rate from bloodstream in tumor-bearing mice leading to efficient PDT activity [@B100], [@B104]. Although EPR-based passive targeting is the basic targeting mechanism and has been proven to be effective *in vivo*, it still possesses several limitations. Some tumors, especially at early stages, may not display the EPR effect. Moreover, even in a single tumor, blood vessel permeability is not uniform throughout so the EPR effect-based nanoparticle may show limited efficacy [@B105]. To overcome these limitations, active targeting and physical force activatable targeting mechanisms have been developed to achieve more efficient targeting.

Physical targeting
------------------

### Magnetic targeting

Magnetic targeting utilizes a magnetic field to specifically direct theranostic agents to the intended sites and improve the effectiveness of the phototherapy. Magnetic nanoparticles carrying the PS can be attracted by the magnetic field during the bloodstream circulation and retained in the external magnetic field applied site. Magnetic field-guided PDT [@B106], [@B107] and PTT [@B108]-[@B113] have been studied successfully by various groups. Superparamagnetic Fe~3~O~4~ has been used with Prussian blue dye to create nanoparticles for magnetically-targeted PTT [@B112]. PEG coated MoS~2~/ Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles have been shown to be magnetically targeted for internalization in cancer cells and exhibit *in vivo* PTT efficacy in BALB/c nude mice bearing pancreatic tumors (PANC-1) [@B110]. Some novel contrast agent nanoparticle used in phototherapy include Gd(3+)-ion [@B53], [@B114], [@B115], Fe~5~C~2~ [@B116], FeS [@B117], and nanoscale metal-organic particles (NMOP) [@B118]. For example, NaGdF~4~ nanoparticles were used as a T~1~-weighted contrast agent for MRI and can convert NIR light into visible or UV light when doped with lanthanides such as Yb/Tm or Yb/Er. MRI guided tests were performed in MCF-7 and HeLa cells *in vitro* and MCF-7 tumor-bearing nude mice*in vivo* showing good T~1~-weighted MRI performance [@B53]. A new type of NMOP synthesized by self-assembling IR825 bridging ligands and Mn^2+^ ions exhibited strong MR contrast. After coating with polydopamine (PDA) and PEG, these Mn-IR825\@PDA-PEG NMOPs displayed efficient tumor accumulation and photothermal ablation in 4T1 murine breast cancer-bearing mice [@B118].

### Heat-induced targeting

Heat-induced targeting is based on accumulation of thermosensitive nanoparticles or drug at the site of tumor with thermal treatment to the intended site. Anti-cancer drugs loaded into the nanoparticles can be released at or adjacent to the heated tumor site, resulting in the targeted accumulation of drugs. Site-specific drug release using thermosensitive liposomes in response to hyperthermia has been examined [@B119]. In another study involving thermal targeting, a polypeptide drug delivery system was developed that displays nanoparticle-to-aggregate transition at hyperthermia condition and shows preferential accumulation in heated tumors. The structure of this nanoparticle consisted of a thermally responsive elastin-like polypeptide and a cysteine-rich peptide tail for drug loading. When the tumor was heated to 42 °C, the polypeptide nanoparticles transformed to micrometer-sized aggregates, therefore, could adhere to the tumor vasculature and achieve heat-induced targeting activity [@B120].

### Light-induced targeting

Similar to heat-induced targeting, light-induced targeting is not based directly on the light-guided accumulation of nanoparticle, but achieved by the light-activated functionality of the nanoparticle. For example, the nanoparticle can release the drug, convert energy to heat or fluorescence, or generate singlet oxygen species in the accumulated sites when irradiated with light [@B121]-[@B123]. Upon irradiation of light at the intended tissues or cells, the nanoparticles can be activated with PDT, PTT, or dual PDT/PTT. More interestingly, light energy in this mechanism can ~~be~~ not only be from an external light source, but can also be generated from internal bioluminescence (BL) [@B45], [@B124]. Recently, luciferase (RLuc8)-Quantum dots (QD-655) nanoparticles (Luc-QD) were shown to work with the PS Chlorin e6 (Ce6) for BL-PDT. When luciferin coelenterazine, Luc-QD, and Ce6 were injected intratumorally, the BL generated by nanoparticles was transferred to nearby Ce6 molecules activating them leading to tumor cell death via PDT. This finding could overcome the limitation of the poor external light penetration in tissues and provide a novel paradigm for light-activated therapy [@B125]. Light-induced drug delivery systems for cancer treatment have been also investigated by several researchers. For example, Urtti\'s group developed a series of thermal-sensitive gold nanoparticle liposomes as drug delivery carriers. When light was introduced after administration, the gold nanorods (GNRs) absorbed the light energy and converted it to heat, which rendered the thermal-sensitive liposomes leaky leading to release of the drug at the light-irradiated sites [@B126]. Light-triggered liposomes have been developed to release a variety of drugs including irinotecan, doxorubicin and mitoxantrone [@B127]-[@B130].

Active targeting
----------------

A constant need for nutrients for cancer cells to proliferate gives rise to overexpression of specific receptors. Targeting receptors within the tumor with nanomaterials possessing affinity towards those overexpressed receptors is active targeting. In comparison with passive targeting, active targeting stands out due to its potential for improved tumor targeting and accumulation usually via receptor mediated endocytosis. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} gives a summary of common targeting ligands along with commonly used nanoparticles in phototherapy.

Based on the affinity of the ligands to specific receptors expressed on the surface of the cell, various ligands like antibodies, peptides, nucleic acids, proteins have been employed for active targeting (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Although PEGylation increases the half-life of the nanoparticle, for active targeting methods, amount of PEG has to be carefully chosen since excess PEG might mask the smaller ligands thus hindering the ligands from interacting with the receptor. The targeting ligand can be placed at the terminus of the PEG group to circumvent this. With the use of comparatively bigger ligands like proteins, hindrance originating from PEG is generally mitigated and half-life of the carrier is enhanced [@B131]. Efficacy of the system also depends on the number of ligands present on the surface of the nanoparticle since lower number of ligands might decrease receptor-ligand interaction and excess free ligands might lead to binding inhibition. A recent study on effect of carrier to ligand ratio on uptake efficiency demonstrated nanoparticle uptake to be directly related to the number of ligands on the surface [@B132]. Nanoparticles with higher transferrin on the surface enhanced the binding which could be attributed to enhanced receptor-ligand interactions leading to more efficient active targeted delivery systems. In general, targeting agents can be broadly divided into the following categories: peptides and proteins (antibodies), nucleic acids (aptamers), and other receptor ligands (vitamins and carbohydrates).

### Peptides

Specific short amino acid sequences can bind to receptors within tumors. Such peptides carry advantages over other larger molecules like antibodies, including reduced cost, ease of scale up and clinical production, and improved targeting efficacy. Further, peptides also offer targeting advantages like improved tissue diffusion and high stability over time. Since peptides are stable over long periods of time, modifications are relatively easy [@B144]. Additionally, short sequence peptides, which are frequently employed in targeting, are small in size and thus do not influence carrier material properties [@B145]-[@B147]. Peptide conjugated drug/PS carrier can result in decreased renal filtration due to their increased size. Since peptides are biocompatible, risks associated with immunogenicity are low. On the other hand, with the use of peptides for targeting there is risk of enzymatic degradation leading to inefficient targeting systems *in vivo*. Also, if the peptide has poor affinity for the receptor, nonspecific targeting and uptake is possible. Peptides have also been employed as passive components to provide desirable properties to targeting molecules [@B148]. Knowing the binding domains of cell surface receptors, peptide sequences can be modeled to bind to their targets. For example, vitronectin, an essential glycoprotein for cell spreading and proliferation, is known to bind to specific integrins [@B149].

#### RGD

Since tumor growth involves angiogenesis, this has served as one of the traits to identify growing tumors and has hence served as a target. Antiangiogenic targeting has attracted interest due to their potential to target and inhibit angiogenesis. One commonly used targeting method employs a tripeptide sequence, RGD (arginine-glycine-aspartic acid) to target α~v~β~3~ integrin. α~v~β~3~ integrins are glycoproteins which belong to the broad family of integrin cell adhesion molecules; overexpression of these integrins on the surface of endothelial cells serves as a target for receptor-ligand binding.

Since α~v~β~3~ integrin has proven to be a promising target, many groups have successfully targeted integrins for PDT and PTT. RGD-modified ferritin nanocarriers have been developed for PDT-induced enhanced tumor permeability [@B150]. Mesoporous silica nanoparticles, which allow for simple and easy methods to load phototherapeutic agents into the core, have been used to target angiogenic regions of the tumor [@B151]. Various facile synthesis methods have been established to manipulate the size of mesoporous silica nanoparticles based on their application [@B152]. PS loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles conjugated to a fluorophore and RGD-peptide were used to establish α~v~β~3~-RGD binding and to demonstrate PDT efficacy [@B151]. α~v~β~3~ overexpressing cells (U87) were used to demonstrate selective binding and cells lacking α~v~β~3~ expression (MCF7) were used as negative control. Internalization of nanoparticles mediated by α~v~β~3~ integrin was confirmed by blocking experiments. Targeted cells, when exposed to laser, showed a decrease in the cell viability. Another group demonstrated chemophototherapy by loading doxorubicin into mesoporous silica nanoparticles encapsulated with GNRs [@B133]. Receptor mediated targeting was facilitated by conjugating RGD peptide to nanoparticles. Mice induced with tumors overexpressing α~v~β~3~ integrin showed an increase in the accumulation of nanoparticles in the region of tumor. Besides efficient targeting, these nanoparticles also showed high cytotoxicity when irradiated with laser. The toxicity in the tumor cells was attributed to synergistic effects originating from GNRs and doxorubicin contributing to PTT and chemotherapy respectively. These results collectively demonstrate the efficacy of mesoporous silica nanoparticles as phototherapeutic carriers. PS conjugated peptides have also found success in targeting tumor tissues [@B136],[@B222]. Protoporphyrin IX conjugated cyclic RGD peptides injected into tumor bearing mice accumulated in the tumor, showing successful targeting. Further, laser irradiation induced tumor necrosis demonstrating the PDT capability of PS-peptide conjugates.

Liposomes have also been used in active targeting and phototherapy. Yan et. al. used ICG loaded RGD conjugated liposomes to target angiogenesis in the tumor. *In vivo* studies were carried out on 4T1 tumor bearing mice. Fluorescence imaging of mice exhibited a clear demarcation between tumor and healthy tissue as the liposomes accumulated in the region of tumor (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Quantitative *in vivo* data obtained from ICG signal intensity in the organs confirmed ICG-RGD-liposomes to be the most effective with highest signal intensity in the region of tumor (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). *In vivo* PTT with ICG-liposomes led to a rise in temperature to 51.7 °C and also showed close to 4 fold increase in ROS generation (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D). Studies monitoring tumor growth showed complete regression in mice treated with ICG-RGD-liposomes (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}E). Survival studies corroborated with *in vivo* PTT results showing ICG-RGD-liposomes have good PDT and PTT capabilities (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}F).

UCNPs were synthesized with NaYF~4~:Yb/Er, coated with chitosan and conjugated to cyclic-RGD and pyropheophorbide to demonstrate targeting and therapeutic efficacy [@B153]. UCNPs conjugated to RGD bound to U87 cells, whereas they did not exhibit significant binding with MCF-7 cells. Peptide conjugated nanoparticles proved to be cytotoxic to U87 cells showing a marked reduction in cell viability whereas no cytotoxicity was shown on MCF-7 cells. Dendrimer coated GNRs have also been reported in the literature which could target α~v~β~3~ integrins selectively by conjugating RGD peptide on the surface [@B134]. Due to the facile synthesis methods that gold nanomaterials offer, they have been extensively used in phototherapy applications. However, these syntheses techniques often use CTAB coated gold nanoparticles which are toxic to cells [@B154]. Li and group have investigated modified GNR by coating the GNRs with dendrimer like polyamidoamine (PAMAM) to replace CTAB in order to reduce the toxicity associated with GNRs. RGD conjugated Dendrimer-GNR not only displayed reduced toxicity but were also able to target melanoma A375 cells *in vivo*. Although passive targeting with dendrimer-GNR showed GNR accumulation in the region of tumor, it did not show significant tumor reduction when exposed to laser. In contrast, with a short laser treatment at 24 W/cm^2^ tumor growth slowed down in the mice pretreated with RGD-dendrimer-GNR and tumor shrunk within 3 weeks. Although RGD-dendrimer-GNR is a promising platform, further studies on toxicities associated with GNRs are warranted.

#### Epithelial growth factor (EGF)

In order to maintain fast-growing metabolism, tumor epithelial cells often overexpress receptors for nutrition and growth factors. EGF, a 6 kDa small protein, stimulates the growth of epidermal and epithelial cells and has been proven to be an effective targeting moiety to treat several types of cancer overexpressing EGF receptors (EGFR). For example, Meyers and colleagues investigated the efficiency of EGF-peptide conjugated gold nanoparticles to deliver PS for PDT [@B135]. PEG coating on gold nanoparticles provided easy functionalization along with increased half-life. Peptide-conjugated nanoparticles containing PS displayed 35 folds higher uptake efficiency in 9L.E29 cells. In a few hours from injection, nanoparticles both with and without the peptide were seen to accumulate in the region of tumor. However, 24 h post injection results were different with only peptide bound nanoparticles accumulating in the region of tumor. Tumor tissue analysis revealed that EGF~pep~ conjugated nanoparticles delivered 3.3 folds more Pc 4 compared to peptide-free nanoparticles.

#### Angiopep-2 and other peptides

The blood brain barrier (BBB) is a tight junction which blocks the penetration of drugs being delivered. Although many drugs have been designed for brain related diseases, the presence of the BBB has failed to turn them into successful therapeutics. Angiopep-2, a 19 amino acid peptide with sequence TFFYGGSRGKRNNFKTEEY, has been used as a specific ligand to cross the BBB and to target glial cells. A core-shell nanoparticle~~s~~ made up of PLGA-Gold and decorated with Angiopep-2 peptide capable of targeting the brain glioma has been developed by Zhang and colleagues [@B155]. Docetaxel-loaded core-shell nanoparticles showed improved targeting and tumors shrunk post PTT, confirming their efficiency.

Cell penetrating peptides such as polyarginines have been shown to promote cellular uptake and penetration of nanoparticles [@B156], [@B157]. One such study involved *in vitro* delivery of heptaarginine (R~7~) conjugated to a PS [@B158]. Peptide-PS conjugates were uptaken by MDA-MB-468 cells at a rate seven folds higher compared to PS alone. PDT results corroborated with *in vitro* uptake results showing higher cell death in peptide-PS conjugates compared to free Ce6. A transferrin specific peptide, T7 (sequence: HAIYPRH), has been shown to target transferrin overexpressing cells successfully [@B159]. A PS light-up probe was developed for the peptide to monitor the binding to cells in real time. Peptide conjugated light probe was able to successfully target and destroy MDA-MB-231 cells *in vitro*.

Another peptide which belongs to the cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) family has been employed for delivery of nanoparticles via peptide conjugation. TAT peptide, which belongs to the HIV binding domain protein, is known to deliver the cargo into the cell due to its cell penetrating property. Yuan et. al, demonstrated TAT peptide conjugated gold nanostars (NS) capable of higher uptake efficiency [@B160]. PEG conjugated NS-TAT exhibited enhanced uptake in BT549 breast cancer cells which confirmed the improved penetrating properties of TAT peptide. PEGylation had an interesting effect on gold nanostars; inclusion of PEG before peptide conjugation resulted in uniform nanostars whereas PEGylation post peptide conjugation resulted in rapid aggregation. With a laser power of only 0.2 W/cm^2^, PTT was successfully demonstrated. Considerable cell death is induced post PTT demonstrating improved PTT effects at sub maximum permissible exposure laser power. Other groups have shown peptides like APRPG and apamin to target angiogenic regions of tumor [@B161],[@B223]. Use of APRPG-liposomes resulted in a 4-fold increase in the delivery of PS. Polyacrylic acid coated gold nanomaterials have also been employed in peptide based delivery of therapeutics [@B162]. Although, the efficacy of polyacrylic acid coated nanoparticles after successful internalization remains to be seen.

Hydrogel based nanoparticle delivery for colon caricinoma has been developed based on peptide targeting [@B163]. GNRs and spheres conjugated to TCP-1 and HA-1 peptide were loaded with drug and implanted in mice as hydrogels. Irradiation with laser resulted in tumor ablation as a result of PTT. Complete survival was observed for 170 days, as a result of three therapies, chemo, photo, and gene therapy. In another study, dendrimers were used as a platform to conjugate tetrakis hydroxyphenyl porphyrins with HER2-targeting peptides [@B164].

### Proteins

Another strategy to selectively target tumors involves the use of proteins to target receptors and antigens overexpressed on targeting cells.

#### Antibodies

High affinity between the antigen present on the surface of the cells and the antibody forms the basis of antibody based targeting. The use of antibody to target tumor antigen is frequently employed in targeted drug delivery. The application of antibody or antibody fragment conjugated with PS to achieve PDT is sometimes referred to as photoimmunotherapy [@B165]. The use of antibodies for PS delivery has been demonstrated in numerous studies [@B165]-[@B168]. Optimized results with improved targeting can be achieved by varying the number of antibodies per carrier molecule [@B169].

Some types of tumors can overexpress HER2 such as ovarian and breast cancer [@B170]. Van de Broek et al. used antibody targeting approach to target anti-HER2 antibodies conjugated gold nanoparticles to tumor tissue [@B171]. Antibody-PS conjugates showed high specificity by binding to HER2 overexpressing SKOV3 cells but not to CHO cells (HER2 antigen negative cell line). Subsequent experiments involving *in vitro* PTT demonstrated PTT efficacy leading to cell death due to the increase in temperature by 10 °C. Further, an increase of 20 °C was observed when treated with higher concentration of nanoparticles displaying dose dependent efficacy.

In another approach, his-tagged nanobodies were used to prevent EGF interaction with its corresponding receptor by binding to domain III of the EGFR. These nanobodies were used as carriers to deliver PS (IRDye700DX) to the head and neck tumor region with high specificity [@B137]. Cells expressing varying levels of EGFR were employed to test the binding *in vitro* and a co-culture experiment was set up to demonstrate the specificity. *In vitro* experiments showed higher binding with antigen presenting cells and PTT on co-culture showed no toxicity to HeLa cells with intermediate EGFR expression, whereas the cell viability of OSCs (oral squamous cell carcinoma cell line overexpressing EGFR) reduced. Mice induced with tumor on the tongue were used to test the targeting and PTT efficacy of these antibody-PS conjugates *in vivo*. 30 minutes post injection, nanobodies (7D12-9G8-PS and 7D12-PS) showed similar trends as monoclonal antibody (Cetuximab-PS) which served as control. However, 24 h later, monoclonal antibody-PS was found to be more effective than nanobody-PS which was attributed to longer half-life of monoclonal antibodies. Treating the tumors 1h post injection at 100 J/cm^2^ induced tumor necrosis in mice injected with nanobody-PS conjugates whereas antibody-PS conjugates did not induce any damage. Additionally, there was no vascular damage in the adjacent tissues due to PDT indicating these nanobodies to possess high specificity.

Anti-EGFR antibodies are another type of protein to target EGFR. Wong and colleagues used polymeric nanoparticles to deliver ICG to tumor cells with the help of anti-EGFR antibodies [@B151]. Anti-EGFR conjugated nanocapsules were found to be highly specific to two EGFR overexpressing cell lines, 1483 (human head and neck squamous cell) and SiHa (human cervical squamous cell). Even at a lower power of 6 W/cm^2^ and 3 W/cm^2^ cells incubated with nanocapsules showed a decrease in cell viability indicating successful targeting and therapy. El-Sayed\'s group used anti-EGFR antibodies to deliver gold nanoparticles to tumor tissues [@B172], [@B213]. Based on the PTT results, anti-EGFR conjugated gold nanoparticles were found to be more effective on malignant cells compared to benign cells. Another study involved use of iron oxide nanoparticles encapsulated in gold nanoshells conjugated to anti-EGFR antibody to target HER2 receptors [@B173]. Incubation of nanoparticles with cells showed uptake. Gold nanoparticles display lower toxicity compared to other carriers like silica nanoparticles making them better PS for PTT [@B174], [@B175]. A unique feature of this study was the use of femtosecond laser to achieve PTT. With a minimal laser power of 20 mW/cm^2^ originating from a femtosecond laser, cell death was observed in certain regions indicating lower power lasers could induce the same effect as high power continuous wave lasers. Antibody functionalized gold nanoparticles have been used successfully in antimicrobial PTT [@B176].

#### Transferrin

Transferrin (Tf) has been widely used in cancer therapies for targeting. Transferrin receptors show affinity to iron-carrying transferrin molecules which bind to the transferrin receptors (TfR) and deliver iron to the cells [@B177]. TfR are expressed at low levels on healthy cells whereas malignant cells tend to overexpress it, depending on the stage of their growth. Tumor tissue requires iron as one of the nutrients in order to sustain and proliferate [@B178], [@B179]. Thus, TfR targeting by conjugating Tf as ligand provides a new targeting method for delivery of therapeutics into the cell. Since the TfR is known to be involved in receptor mediated endocytosis, conjugation of transferrin provides easy access to deliver drugs/ PS in the cell.

Use of transferrin conjugated polymeric nanoparticles in the form of core-shell nanoparticles was reported recently [@B180]. A gold-polystyrene core-shell nanoparticles loaded with methylene blue was developed for PDT applications. Transferrin-conjugated methylene blue nanoparticles showed higher uptake when incubated with HeLa cells overexpressing transferrin receptors suggesting Tf-TfR based binding and uptake. ROS generation level and hence cell death was higher in HeLa cells compared to the 3T3 cells. In another study, TiO~2~ nanoparticles conjugated to transferrin were used to demonstrate Cerenkov-induced deep phototherapy [@B140]. TiO~2~ nanoparticles were conjugated to Tf which provided for monodisperse particles and enabled receptor-mediated targeting abilities. Tumors shrunk by eight folds within 15 days of treatment in mice xenografted with human fibrosarcoma (HT1080) cells. Similar trends were observed with human lung carcinoma (A549) xenografted mice. Liposomes have also been employed as carriers of the AlPcS4 PS for transferrin mediated active targeting [@B181]. Transferrin conjugated liposomes were injected into rats bearing bladder tumor and liposomes accumulated in the tumor. Wang and colleagues developed a Tranferrin-IR780 nanoparticle with photodynamic and photothermal capabilities [@B141]. *In vivo* experiments on mice bearing CT26 colon carcinoma tumors exhibited nanoparticle accumulation to peak at 48h time point (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). PTT displayed an increase in temperature of the tumor to 49.2 °C resulting in heat induced tumor ablation. Tumor tissue displayed the highest fluorescence ex vivo indicating successful targeting of Tf conjugated nanoparticles (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Laser irradiation of the tumor inhibited tumor growth demonstrating successful targeting and PTT (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D). Except for the cohort with nanoparticle injection and subsequent laser treatment, none of the harvested tissues showed signs of tissue ablation. The weights of the mice treated with nanoparticles did not vary much compared to the control mice indicating they were healthy (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}E). Gold nanoparticles have also been exploited for active targeting with transferrin conjugation for PTT application [@B182]. In a similar study, PEG coated gold nanoparticles were conjugated to transferrin and used for PTT studies *in vitro* [@B183]. PEG-Tf-NPs displayed 4 folds higher uptake in cells overexpressing folate receptors. Moreover, decrease in cell viability due to PTT was observed with laser irradiation of 7 W/cm^2^.

#### Low-density lipoprotein and other proteins

Low-density lipoprotein (LDL), a type of protein to solubilize and transport hydrophobic biomolecules like cholesterol, is another attractive targeting ligand in phototherapy [@B184]-[@B186]. LDL receptors are often expressed at a higher level in tumor cells than normal cells because hyperproliferative tumor cells need to utilize the cholesterol for biological membranes and cell growth [@B187]. Busch and colleagues constructed a reconstituted bacteriochlorin e6 bisoleate low-density lipoprotein (r-Bchl-BOA-LDL) and confirmed its PDT efficacy in nude mice xenografted with HepG2 (human hepatoblastoma) tumor [@B184]. The reconstituted LDL-PS exhibited a satisfactory PDT effect by ablating tumor completely at 60 days post-PDT and a reduced toxicity to normal tissues. In addition to LDL, a variety of proteins, such as insulin [@B188], bovine serum albumin [@B189]-[@B191], hematoporphyrin [@B192], and fibrin [@B193] have also been employed to deliver PS to tumor via the corresponding receptor protein, which are upregulated in certain types of cancer.

### Aptamers

Aptamers, short nucleotides with specific three-dimensional structure, have been developed as a potential therapeutics. The defined structure of aptamers enables them to bind to a wide variety of targets, including intracellular proteins, transmembrane proteins, carbohydrates, and small molecule drugs. Due to amplification techniques developed for nucleic acids, aptamers can be evolved from combinatorial libraries to virtually any target with high affinity. Scaling up of aptamers is comparatively easy since these moieties can be developed synthetically thereby increasing their availability for research [@B194]. Therefore, aptamers may be suitable for targeting nanoparticle-based phototherapy. Aptamers can range between 6kDa and 26kDa depending on the number of bases. Since they are less bulky compared to antibodies, they may have better access to tiny proteins on the surface of the cell and might be easier to internalize [@B195], [@B196]. Aptamers also provide low immunogenicity apart from the facile synthesis process they offer. For example, AS1411 aptamer was used for targeting and PDT for cancer by Shieh and colleagues [@B142]. First, AS1411 oligonucleotides were converted to complex structured AS1411 aptamer by dissolving them in saline. AS1411 aptamers were then conjugated to a photosensitive material, 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(1-methylpyridinium-4-yl) porphyrin (TMPyP4) to provide photodynamic capabilities. Incubation of these aptamers with nuceolin overexpressing MCF7 cells resulted in uptake of aptamer-PS conjugates. When irradiated with blue light, cell viability of MCF7 cells incubated with aptamer-PS conjugates drastically reduced indicating specific binding and uptake of aptamers. Aptamers are known to be internalized via specific nucleolin mediated internalization and hence it can be surmised that accumulation of TMPyP4 was higher in MCF-7 cells compared to M10 cells due to nucleolin mediated internalization.

Another interesting class among aptamers includes aptamer switch probes (ASP) [@B197]. ASPs basically act like a switch which can be turned on post targeting. They remain in their dormant state until an externally trigger is used to activate them. Wang and colleagues developed an ASP conjugated to Chlorin-e6 (Ce6) and further conjugated GNRs to the free sulfhydryl groups on the aptamer [@B197]. Presence of GNRs and aptamer to Ce6 leaves it in the quenched state. The uptake of aptamer would then render it activated which could be used to induce cytotoxicity via PDT. Irradiation with laser resulted in ROS generation and subsequent cell death confirming effective PDT. An interesting aspect to PDT in this study was treatment of cells with white light in addition to 812 nm laser. CCRF-CCM cells, but not other cell lines, showed cell death when treated with white light. Also, the temperature of the solution rose from 37 °C to 55 °C displaying PTT capabilities *in vitro* in addition to PDT. Thus, aptamers can be used to deliver PDT and PTT agents to generate synergistic effects of dual phototherapy models employing active targeting methods. Aptamer conjugated Au-Ag nanorods have also been demonstrated to be specific to cancer cells [@B198]. GNRs need to be treated at 10^5^ to 10^10^ W/m^2^ which might induce damage to the surrounding healthy tissue. Combined Au-Ag nanoparticles were able to induce PTT with a laser power of 8.5 × 10^4^ W/m^2^. Aptamer conjugated nanoparticles were selectively internalized and when the co-cultured cells were treated with laser, NB-4 cells (control) remained viable whereas CEM cell line viability decreased exhibiting targeting specificity of aptamers. ICG loaded magnetic graphene oxide conjugates have been explored for synergistic PDT and PTT treatment [@B199]. sgc8 DNA Aptamers conjugated to magnetic GO served as ligands. Aptamer-graphene oxide conjugates were able to target CCRF-CEM *in vitro* and induced damage. ICG contributed to PDT generated phototoxicity and presence of graphene oxide resulted in PTT based cell death.

### Other receptor ligands

#### Folic acid

Folic acid (FA), water soluble vitamin B~9~, is a promising targeting ligand due to its high binding affinity to folate receptors. Folate receptors are overexpressed on the surface of certain tumor cells compared to healthy cells. Therefore, they tend to be an attractive target for active targeting based therapies [@B200], [@B201]. Compared to protein ligands, FA is comparatively abundant to obtain chemically, more stable, smaller in size and non-immunogenic. Given the fact that there can be 10^7^ binding sites per cell present on folate overexpressing cells, FA conjugates have generated interest as targeting ligand [@B202]. Many studies used FA as targeting ligands for targeted PDT and PTT. Zheng\'s group constructed a folate-porphysome and confirmed its targeted PDT efficacy to folate receptor-overexpressed tumor in mice xenografted with KB tumor [@B139].

FA-conjugated mesoporpus-silica-coated upconverting fluorescent nanoparticles were developed to deliver PS (MC540, ZnPC) into tumor sites [@B47]. One of the main advantages of this system was activation of both dyes with the same laser. UCNPs, which make use of NIR light instead of visible light, were employed to achieve more efficient therapeutic effects. FA-conjugated PEG coated UCNPs were tested in a melanoma model *in vivo.* Dual PS loaded FA-UCNPs were found to selectively target melanoma tumor. Upon the laser treatment, the UCNPs induced cell death and inhibited tumor growth on day 6 and 11 post treatment. In addition to this, mice injected with UCNP prelabeled tumor cells also showed similar trends. Although complete remission was not observed, fine tuning of these nanoparticles might help in achieving optimal results *in vivo*. In another study, NaYF~4~ UCNPs were conjugated to ZnPc, a PS and were functionalized by conjugating FA [@B138]. UCNPs were synthesized using Yb^3+^ and Er^3+^. With minimal FR expression, A549 cells served as negative control and HeLa cells as positive control. UCNPs were internalized by HeLa cells but not by FR- cells indicating successful folate based targeting. A change in morphology of cells with laser irradiation confirmed successful targeting and PDT *in vitro*. Hepa1-6 tumor induced mice were irradiated with a 980 nm laser after injecting the nanoparticles intratumorally. 2 weeks after treatment, tumor in the UCNPs treated mice shrunk by over 80% compared to the control group. In summary, ZnPC loaded upconverting nanoparticles functionalized with FA were developed which could introduce tumor inhibitory effects. Owing to their upconverting properties, these nanoparticles have potential in image-guided PDT treatments. Porphysomes are another emerging class of nanoparticles which carry potential in PDT treatments. FA conjugated porphysomes were used to target FR+ KB tumors in mice [@B139]. Mice treated with a laser following injection of FA conjugated porphysomes led to complete inhibition of tumor growth within 14 days of treatment. Although some inhibitory effects were seen in porphysomes alone control group, survival data showed a clear trend indicating FA-porphysomes to be the most effective treatment group. FA-graphene-Ce6 nanoparticles were developed for PDT applications [@B203]. Decrease in the cell viability with laser irradiation after 24h incubation with FR+ cells showed successful targeting ability of GO nanoparticles. Similarly, GNRs coated with silica have also been explored for FR based targeting for phototherapy [@B204],[@B205],[@B224]-[@B231].

Folate conjugated carbon nanomaterials have been employed to target tumor tissue for phototherapy. Ryu et al. demonstrated the specificity of FA for folate receptors by targeting nanodiamonds (ND) to tumor in KB-tumor induced mice [@B206]. Noninvasive fluorescence imaging showed that NDs as well as FA-NDs concentrated in the region of tumor; however, FA-NDs showed higher fluorescence at both 1h and 72h time points (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). Ex-vivo analysis displayed higher fluorescence in tumor, especially in mice treated with FA-NDs (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). A short 5 min PTT treatment with the help of NIR laser, mice injected with NDs retarded the growth of tumor whereas FA-ND treated mice showed a decrease in the volume of the tumor (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D). Thus, folate conjugated carbon nanomaterials can also be used to deliver PDT and PTT agents to desired tissue.

Coating GNRs with silica imparts reduced toxicity, increased stability, and also provides opportunity for functionalization of FA or other ligands on to the surface. Mice implanted with gastric tumor (MGC803) were used to test the efficacy of FA conjugated silica modified GNRs [@B204]. 12 h post injection, nanoparticles had spread throughout the tumor with the help of X-ray imaging. These results illustrate the opportunities associated with GNRs in folate assisted targeting of nanoparticles. Other studies have also explored FA targeting for phototherapy [@B205],[@B224]-[@B231].

#### Carbohydrates

A targeted PS approach using pyropheophorbide 2-deoxyglucosamide (Pyro-2DG) to target glucose transporters has been reported [@B207], [@B208]. This approach follows the highly successful fludeoxyglucose probe which targets up-regulated glucose transporters and has been validated in clinical positron emission tomography. The targeting and PDT efficacy of Pyro-2DG was examined in 9L rat gliomas. The results demonstrated that Pyro-2DG selectively accumulated in the tumor via the GLUT/hexokinase pathway and resulted in selective mitochondrial damage upon irradiation. Upon light irradiation, there was a correlation between photobleaching of Pyro-2DG and tumor destruction [@B208]. Several other carbohydrate-targeted photosensitizers have been developed [@B209]-[@B211].

#### Surface modified nanomaterials

Modifying the surface chemistry of nanoparticles to deliver phototherapeutic agents via active targeting has been employed frequently. Several types of nanoparticles ranging from polymers to gold nanoparticles to carbon nanotubes have been subjected to bioconjugation rendering them with active targeting capabilities. Ligands on surface modified materials show affinity to specific receptors resulting in improved phototherapeutic efficacy. Polymeric surface-modified gold nanoparticles have been employed in photothermal therapy applications [@B212]. Polymeric micelles and polymers-PS conjugates have also found application in PDT applications [@B214]. Modified cationic PEI polymer with free sulfate residues was used to target selectin overexpressing cells. Irradiating the cells after a short incubation with polymer-PS conjugate displayed lower cell viability in selectin overexpressing cells leading to effective PDT [@B215]. In a study involving dual PDT and PTT, performance of UCNP as synergistic PDT and PTT carrier was evaluated [@B216]. BSA coated UCNPs were conjugated to polyacrylic acid and loaded with Rose Bengal and IR825 dyes. PDT or PTT alone showed tumor growth inhibition but synergistic PDT-PTT treatment showed higher tumor growth inhibition suggesting multi-therapy treatment resulting in synergistic effects. However, multidye nanoparticles may require multilaser excitation which makes it difficult to translate these to the clinic.

#### Hyaluronic acid (HA)

Hyaluronic acid-mediated targeting attracts interests due to its unique glycosaminoglycan structure and high binding affinity to hyaluronan-mediated motility receptor and glycoprotein CD44, typically overexpressed by various tumor cells [@B217]. Hyaluronidase present in the extracellular matrix can break down these nanoparticles thus releasing their cargo. Targeting, facile synthesis, improved drug loading capabilities are some of the advantages of HA approaches. HA is cleaved by hyaluronidase, causing carriers to release their contents. HA based nanoparticles can also be combined with proteins which might generate particles with multiple targeting capabilities.

In a recent study, a PEG and cholanic acid modified HA nanoparticle (HANPs) loaded with the PS Ce6 was studied as the PDT agent [@B143]. With the addition of a quencher, dark toxicity originating from nonspecific tissue was reduced as the nanoparticles are delivered in their quenched form. HANPs concentrated in the tumor within 4 h of injection. Fluorescence originating from the tumor showed almost an order of magnitude higher fluorescence compared to mice injected with free Ce6. Phototherapy results showed 73% tumor shrinking compared to controls. Thus, HANPs displayed successful targeting and phototherapeutic potential based on the tumor growth inhibition results. Another group used a similar strategy to target nanoparticles to CD44 expressing cancer cells [@B218]. HA nanoparticles modified with cholanic acid were seen to be internalized by squamous cell carcinoma cell in vitro which was attributed to overexpression of CD44 on the surface. In vivo, based on fluorescence originating from the tumor, HA nanoparticles concentrated in the region of tumor indicating high tumor specificity for CD44 expressing tumors. Unmodified HANPs were not as effective and were cleared out in an hour thus proving HA modification to be a necessary step in order to provide longer half-life and effective targeting abilities.

Li et al. developed activatable HA nanoparticles modified using adipic dihydrazide. Modified HA nanoparticles were conjugated to chlorin e6 PS which rendered phototherapeutic capabilities to HA nanoparticles [@B219]. As shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B, HANPs were able to accumulate in tumor and peaked at 24 h post injection whereas free Ce6 was cleared quickly. Biodistribution results confirmed the targeting of nanoparticles since free ce6 accumulated mostly in liver whereas HANPs accumulated in tumor liver and kidney (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D). Photoacoustic imaging showed the accumulation of nanoparticles in the region of tumor (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}E and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}F). Post PDT treatment, tumor volume reduced by 93% in two weeks. These results demonstrate that the nanoparticles were able to target via CD44 receptors on the surface of tumor cells successfully. A new photodynamic PS, DTDPP, was developed by coupling to HA [@B220]. *In vivo* tests were carried out on HCT-116 tumor-bearing mice. HA-PS was able to target tumor with high specificity and post laser irradiation, tumor completely shrunk 40 days after treatment.

A graphene oxide based GO-HA-Ce6 nanoparticle was developed for PDT [@B221]. These GO-HA-Ce6 nanoparticles were seen to accumulate in HeLa cells selectively indicating specificity to CD44 expressing cells. Upon irradiation with laser, cell viability was reduced suggesting GO-HA-Ce6 nanoparticles to possess phototherapeutic capabilities. These results suggest modified-HA nanoparticles can deliver the cargo to CD44 receptor rich regions and serve as a new class of phototherapy carriers.

Conclusion
==========

Although phototherapy itself is an inherently targeted system owing to selective light application, molecular targeting can further enhance the selectivity and efficacy. While this can provide a higher level of selectivity, the additional complexity needs to be justified in order for the materials to progress into human trials. Preclinical studies have demonstrated the feasibility of enhanced delivery of phototherapy agents to targeted tissues using ligand-based active targeting. Dark toxicity associated with non-targeted phototherapy delivery could potentially be reduced since lower injected doses might be required to achieve therapeutic effects. While preclinical research activity is expected to remain high, phototherapeutic targeted nanoparticles are still in a relatively nascent stage with respect to clinical translation. Therefore, comprehensive data showing clear-cut advantages over conventional PS, and large animal studies will be advantageous for the translation from bench to clinic.
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![Schematic showing various nanoparticles and ligands used in active targeting for phototherapy.](ntnov01p0038g001){#F1}

![(a) Fluorescence imaging of 4T1 tumor bearing mice injected with ICG, ICG-liposomes, and iRGD-ICG-liposomes. (b) Ex vivo quantification of 4T1 tumor bearing mice injected with liposomes. (c) Photothermal efficiency of liposomes *in vivo.* (d) Release of ROS in the region of tumor post PDT treatment. (e) Tumor volume in treated and untreated mice with respect to time. (f) Survival data of tumor bearing mice treated with laser. Copyright Elsevier, 2016. Reproduced with permission from reference [@B92].](ntnov01p0038g002){#F2}

![(a) *In vivo* imaging of transferrin conjugated IR780-nanoparticles at various time-points post i.v. injection. (b) NIR signal recorded in CT26 tumor bearing mice post injection (c) Ex vivo results of tumor bearing mice treated with nanoparticles (d) Growth of tumor with time in mice treated with nanoparticles (e) Body weight of control and treated mice over time. Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2016. Reproduced with permission from reference [@B141].](ntnov01p0038g003){#F3}

![(A)*In vivo* fluorescence imaging of mice at two time points (B) Ex vivo fluorescence imaging of mice treated with +/- folic acid nanodiamonds (C) Photothermal therapy treatment on mice bearing tumors injected with nanodiamonds and imaged at indicated time-points (D) Tumor volume monitored over a period of 14 days post treatment. Copyright Wiley, 2016. Reproduced with permission from reference [@B206].](ntnov01p0038g004){#F4}

![(a) Imaging of Ce6 and HANPs post injection in mice bearing tumor (b) Quantification of signal intensity at the tumor site (c) Ex vivo NIR images of organs 24h post treatment (d) Quantification of signal intensity from ex vivo studies (e) Photoacoustic imaging of mice injected with HANPs (f) Quantification of signal intensity in the region of interest. Copyright Elsevier, 2016. Reproduced with permission from reference [@B219].](ntnov01p0038g005){#F5}

###### 

Examples of targeted nanomaterials for phototherapy.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Targeting Ligand            Carrier                   Therapy          Receptor          *In vivo* model     Results                                                             Ref
  --------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------- ----------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------
  cRGD peptide                GNR\@Mesoporous silica    PTT\             α~v~β~3~          A549                Synergistic treatment                                               [@B133]
                                                        Chemo                                                                                                                      

  RGD peptide                 GNR/PAMAM dendrimer       PTT              α~v~β~3~          A375                Tumor reductions or cures                                           [@B134]

  EGF peptide                 GNP                       PDT              EGFR              9L.E29              Targeted vs non-targeted results better at lower dose               [@B135]

  Angiopep-2 peptide          PLGA\@GNP                 PTT Chemo        α~v~β~3~          U87MG               Synergistic treatment                                               [@B155]

  TCP-1, HA1 peptide          Hydrogel - GNR, GNSh      PDT Chemo Gene   Membrane fusion   CRC model           Synergistic treatment, tumor cures                                  [@B163]

  cRGD                        PS-Peptide conjugate      PDT              α~v~β~3~          CaNT                Necrosis observed                                                   [@B136]

  APRPG                       Liposomes                 PDT              VEGF              Meth A Sarcoma      Tumor growth inhibition                                             [@B161]

  CREKA peptide               MWCNT                     PTT              Fibrin            A549                Extensive coagulative necrosis                                      [@B193]

  Nanobody 7D12               PS-nanobody conjugate     PDT              EGFR              OSC-19              Enhanced necrosis                                                   [@B137]

  Folic acid                  Mesoporous silica, UCNP   PDT              FR                B16F0               Tumor growth inhibition                                             [@B47]

  Folic acid                  UCNP                      PDT              FR                Hepa1-6             Tumor growth inhibition                                             [@B138]

  Folic acid                  Porphysome                PDT              FR                KB                  Reduced tumor growth, increased survival                            [@B139]

  Folic acid                  Silica modified GNR       PTT              FR                MGC803              Successful targeting, PTT studies in progress                       [@B204]

  Folic acid                  Nanodiamond               PTT              FR                KB                  Tumor size significantly reduced                                    [@B206]

  LDL                         LDL                       PDT              LDLR              HepG2               Tumor growth inhibition                                             [@B184]

  Hematoporphyrin targeting   BSA                       PDT              LDLR              HepG2               Tumor growth inhibition, necrosis                                   [@B192]

  Transferrin                 TiO~2~                    PDT              TfR               HT1080, A549        Eight fold tumor growth inhibition, two fold increase in survival   [@B140]

  Transferrin                 Tf-IR780 NP               PDT PTT          TfR               CT26                Accumulation in tumor, tumor growth inhibition                      [@B141]

  Transferrin                 Liposome                  PDT              TfR               AY-27               Accumulation of liposomes in tumor                                  [@B181]

  AS1411 aptamer              Aptamer-PS Conjugate      PDT              Nucleolin         MCF7 (*in vitro*)   Reduced cell viability                                              [@B142]

  Hyaluronic acid             Hyaluronic acid NP        PDT              CD44              HT29                Accumulation in tumor, tumor growth inhibition                      [@B143]

  Hyaluronic acid             Hyaluronic acid NP        PDT              CD44              A549                Tumor growth inhibition                                             [@B219]
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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